
Inside Out Footwear Design



Why Footwear? 
Footwear is such an industry that relies 
heavily on innovative design along with 
extreme comfort. 

I wanted to create a design that 
effectively melds the two at a high level. 

I want to bring my love for simple 
aesthetics to create a design solution that 
is both minimal and functional



Footwear Tear down Analysis

1- Upper toe cover

2- Toe lining with Flywire

3- Inner tongue

4- Tongue support

5- Tongue outer

6- Heel lining

7- Heel support and 
foam

8- Heel counter support

9- Reflective counter

10- Outer heel counter

11- Soft insole

12- Outsole with plastic heel 
support
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Process Research
3D Knit Fabrics

3d Knitting is both a method of manufacturing that 
focuses on the creation of a whole garment with one 
knit piece. This process might be especially useful in the 
inside out project because it would eliminate the need for 
additional support structures being glued or sewn in place, 
the structure could be made within the fabric itself. 

Huarache Weaving

Huarache sandals are a traditional Mexican style of shoe 
construction that consists of weaving leather in a figure 
8 pattern to achieve a sturdy intricate upper. This style of 
footwear might prove helpful in understanding a glueless/
sewless construction on this project.

Rotational Molding

Although this process is not currently used in footwear 
manufacturing it might be something to think about for a 
fully one-piece design solution for the problem at hand.
Further research is needed to understand the limitations, 
but it might prove to be a very interesting avenue.



Materials Research
Karta-Pack

Karta-Pack is 100% post-consumer material, which has 
the feel of cotton but the rigidity of plastic, is made from 
recycled cotton fibers, sourced from the likes of discarded 
jeans and T-shirts. It could be possible to mold a full upper 
out of this material.

Rare Earth Magnets

Rare earth magnets are used for many different products, 
but not in footwear manufacturing. It may be an 
interesting addition to this project to allow the upper and 
sole to be connected. 

Nike Flyknit

The “Sock-shoe” trend is becoming very popular and NIKE 
has taken off with their flyknit material. Flyknit allows a one-
piece upper that only needs one stitch at the back. This 
material is already heavily used in the footwear market but 
I believe there are still unexplored avenues that i can use 
to my advantage for this project.



Technology Research
4D Printing

4D Printing is very similar to 3D printing but it does not 
require slicing software. Rather than printing in layers the 
model is projected into a resin bath by a DLP projector. 
This could be utilized in the inside out project by creating 
seamless layer free parts, 

UNEEK Automation

Keen footwear has created an automated machine to 
weave the uppers of their “UNEEK” shoe. Something like 
this could be useful when designing the fastening of upper 
and outsole.

EARL System

Reactive lacing is a technology that automatically 
tightens the shoes to the user’s foot. This could 
be interesting to integrate into a system that 
tightens not only the upper, but the outsole as well. 



Technology Research
3D Scanning

3D scanning can be very useful to give users a shoe that 
fits their exact measurements and will be overall more 
comfortable.

Self Assembly Manufacturing

MIT has been working on creating wood, cloth, and plastic 
forms that assemble themselves when moved or water is 
applied. This could be an interesting way to make shoes 
self assemble and reduce manufacturing costs.

Adidas Boost

Boost is steam welded foam pellets that create an ultra-
lightweight very soft outsole.
There may be an opportunity to use boost for other areas 
of the shoe, not just the outsole. 



History: Paduka
The Paduka is one of the oldest 
forms of footwear. They are 
traditionally worn by monks 
and do not utilize any complex 
construction.

The only grip to the foot is given 
by the large “toe knob”

This may prove helpful when trying 
to keep the shoes as minimal as 
possible



User Surveys

When buying shoes what do you look 
for?

Do you have many different pairs of 
shoes for different occasions?

How many pairs of shoes do you 
have?

Do you consider yourself active? How often do you do these (out-
door) activities?

What materials are appealing to you 
when buying shoes?



Lightweight

Heavy

$$$$

Nike Lunarepic Flyknit Low
$119.99

New Balance Zante V3
$99.99

Nike Vapor Max
$199.99

Asics Gel Lyte V
$130.00

Champion Gusto Runner
$25

Brooks Ghost 8
$79.99

Adidas Duramo 8
$45



Innovative

Safe

ComplexSimple

Nike Zvezdochka

Ki Ecobe 
Modular Shoe

Roderick Pieters
Loper Shoe

KEEN UNEEK

Rothy’s



Consumers want COMFORT

Consumers want STYLE

Consumers want LIGHT WEIGHT

Consumers want SIMPLE

Manufacturers want LOWER COST





"It's not about brand, it's about STYLE"

Age: 26
Work: Software Engineer
Family: Single
Location: Palo Alto, CA

Introvert Extrovert

Thinking Feeling

Sensing Intuition

Driven Educated Hip Individualistic

Bold Confident

Works for a bay area startup
Focuses on technology and innovation
Loves to have the newest coolest things

Technology is changing, but the look of footwear is the same.
Looking for something different
Existing shoes just don't have "it"

Ryan is just getting his feet wet in the Silicon Valley tech industry.
He moved from New York to the Bay Area in search of a big
opportunity. He made his way into a small startup and is hoping
to strike it big. He is athletic, outgoing, and ready for the
challenges that await him. 
As a New Yorker, style is a second language. He doesn't feel
confident unless he has every piece of clothing coordinated. He
likes to dress for the success he plans to have.

Comfort

Price

Style

Power

Function

Flip Flops

Running / Athletic

Dress

Boots

Ryan - The Motivated Millennial 

Personality

Highlights

Frustrations

Bio

Preferences in a shoe

Brands & Influencers

Preferred Shoes



Aesthetic 
Requirements
These requirements will be the 
basis of the overall shoe design 
moving forward.

Simple

Functional Natural Comfortable

Light
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Moss

Moss could serve as a very effective sockliner and outsole 
material. It is waterproof, can be molded and dried into 
various shapes and in many cases is antibacterial.

By using moss the design could bring the outdoors into the 
shoe, rather than bring the inside out.

Additional Research



Cobblers Nails

In traditional leather shoe making nails are used to fix the 
heels onto shoes and initially stretch the uppers onto the 
last.

Nails could be utilized as a more external element and 
show on the up facing side of the shoe to become a 

Additional Research



Living Hinges

Living hinges are a way of making a traditionally rigid 
material more flexible by cutting a pattern into the 
material. 

This could be viable when using an unconventional 
material like wood or plastic.

Additional Research



How can the construction of a shoe be 
turned “inside out?”

How can the owner participate in the 
construction?

Sketch Ideation











The following 3 designs were created 
based on elements taken from 
research and sketch ideation

One of these designs was selected to 
refine into the final design direction.

Final 3



Framework Shoe



Flexible Band

Outsole

Tread

deconstructed shoe outsole

Flexible Band

Outsole

Tread

Framework Shoe Outsole



Framework Mockup 

This mockup validated my suspicion that I did not want to 
make the strings attaching the upper and outsole to come in 
contact with the ground

I chose to avoid this design because as the tread of the 
outsole wore down, the strings would likely wear down and 
break off.



Origami Shoe



Embossed toe

Embossed heel

insole  / outsole

magnet

origami  shoe pattern 
(Actual fold pattern is defined by mit  freeform origami software )

Embossed Toe

Embossed Heel

Insole / Outsole

Magnet

Origami Shoe Pattern

Actual fold pattern created by MIT Freeform Origami software



Origami Shoe Mockup

This mockup, along with utilizing the MIT origami software 
showed me that there was going to be a great deal of work 
required on the users part to create a usable shoe

Although I wanted the user to participate in the shoe’s 
construction, this design required far too many steps to 
achieve the desired result

So this design was also ruled out



Cradle Shoe- Final Design Direction



Cradle Shoe Construction

Flex Bands

Outsole W/ 
Threaded Holes

Threaded Insert

Sock Upper



Cradle Shoe Mockup

After completing this mockup I realized that this design 
would be the most visually interesting and easiest to 
assemble by the user.

I chose this design to push forward to the final refinement 
stage



Its Time To Believe The HYPE

Hype culture is a group of people that seek 
the latest in streetwear fashion, who will 
stop at nothing to get the clothing they 
desire. Streetwear culture is one built on life 
in the urban environment. Streetwear is a 
large mash up of many different styles to 
create a very specific look.

Waiting in line all night is no obstacle and 
no price is too high, the idea is to acquire 
high fashion by whatever means necessary

For this project I choose to believe the 
hype and create a shoe that would be 
an object of desire not only for its style, 
but because of its unique technological 
attributes. 





Cost Killers

Footwear manufacturing has 2 main costs:

- Materials
- Labor

Many shoes rely on glue and machine sewing 
to fasten the upper and outsole together, and 
there is labor that needs to be payed for each 
individual piece. 

For this project I wanted to focus on ways to 
drive the overall cost down 
So I challenged myself to work with processes 
that would keep the costs low, and eliminating 
the use of glue and machine sewing.



For the Cradle shoe, I chose to utilize 3d knitting 
technology that is able to create a full shoe 
upper in one piece

In the case of fastening the upper and outsole 
together I chose to pursue a strap pattern that 
mimics the ‘cat’s cradle’ string game. Therefore 
eliminating glue or sewing.

How to Save



Fastening and Outsole Development







Final Outsole



Outsole Color Options





Patterning



Final CMF

TPE Bands

The white tpe bands are flexible that allow for comfort 
and security of the upper and outsole

3D Knit Black Upper

3D knit is a technology that can make footwear 
production lower cost and faster because it can 
produce a full upper without the need for additional 
sewing or glue

3D Printed Outsole

The 3D printed outsole is used to create a full 
fastening system that is flexible, comfortable, and 
durable



Tech Pack
Size 10D



91mm

291mm

103.5 mm 68 mm

3D knit cotton upper

TPE Bands

TPU Rubbber Outsole
Injection Molded Fastener One Piece Fastener

Designer: Brand: Date:

Season:

Model:

Size:

Designer: 

Version:

Notes

11-16-17

Pending

Cradle

Mens 10D

Taylor Pask

1

- Foam reinforcement backing on upper
- No glue or sewing required
- Upper is made in one piece (sock 
construction) with a center seam 
emboss
- Lasts provided by Friton Design, 
Portland, OR Model #20369





Product Logo

The lines across the typeface mimics the look of the flexible bands that hold the shoe together. The name “cradle” is 
because of the way the outsole holds the foot and also how the bands resemble the cats cradle string game.














